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Making sense of taxes & MLP alphabet soup
As the holidays turn to tax season, feelings of festivity are replaced
with something more like confusion and dread. And for good
reason. Various investments inevitably spark tax-related questions.
Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs) have stepped into the spotlight during the last decade, and
as of Dec. 31, 2015 there were approximately 142 issuers with a combined market capitalization
of approximately $454 billion. Along with this growth in MLPs, comes new tax terminology akin to
alphabet soup. At the same time, there are a number of different MLP investment product structures
with varying tax impacts – which can be especially daunting to investors new to the sector.
Our goal with this guide is to clarify some of the tax terms and explain potential tax ramifications
for an MLP investor.

MLP taxation 101: the overview
MLPs are similar to corporations in some respects but are vastly different in others, especially with regard
to tax treatment. A corporation is a distinct legal entity, separate from its shareholders and employees.
Like individual taxpayers, a corporation must pay tax on its income. To the extent the corporation pays
dividends, shareholders must pay income tax on them as well.
MLPs, on the other hand, do not pay tax at the entity level if they meet special “qualifying income”
requirements. “Qualifying income” is generated from the exploration, development, mining or production,
processing, refining, transportation (including pipelines transporting gas, oil or products), or marketing
of minerals or natural resources. Energy MLPs were given special tax treatment to encourage capital
investment in domestic energy infrastructure. Most MLPs today are in energy, timber or real estaterelated businesses.
As partnerships, MLPs are flow-through tax entities, with the obligation to pay taxes “flowing through” to
the partners. From a tax perspective, as a limited partner in an MLP (also called a “unitholder”), you are
responsible for paying your own share of the partnership’s tax obligation. You are allocated a share of the
MLP’s income, gains, losses and deductions based on your percentage ownership in the MLP. You report
those numbers on your own tax return and pay any taxes due. This essentially eliminates the “double
taxation” generally applied to corporations (whereby the corporation pays taxes on its income and the
corporation’s shareholders also pay taxes on the corporation’s dividends).
The amount of income and deductions (such as depreciation) allocated to you is based on several factors,
including the timing of your investment, your purchase price and the degree of reinvestment by the MLP in
its business. It is important to note that as a unitholder, your taxable income will include your share of the
MLP’s taxable income, regardless of whether you actually receive any cash distributions from the MLP.
Tax questions can arise soon after you purchase an MLP, so we will walk you through some of the
questions commonly asked by new MLP investors.
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The ups and downs of tax basis accounting
When investing in MLPs, it is important to keep detailed
records from the very beginning. This is because you will
need to track the tax basis of your MLP investment from
the time of purchase until the time you sell. It is helpful to
keep comprehensive and up-to-date records of the items
that affect your tax basis, because your tax basis is used to
calculate your gain or loss upon the sale of an MLP.
Your initial tax basis simply reflects the value of your initial investment. As is the case with any
investment, your initial tax basis is the starting point from which your future gains and losses on
the investment are calculated.
But unlike other plain-vanilla investments, it is what happens on a go-forward basis that can
make MLP investing a bit more complicated. First, your tax basis is decreased by the amount of
the cash distributions you received from the MLP. Next, your basis is increased by your share of
an MLP’s taxable income (or decreased by your share of an MLP’s taxable losses).
For example, let’s say you make an initial investment of $1,000 in MLP XYZ by purchasing 100
units for $10 per unit. A few months after yearend, you receive tax documents (called a Schedule
K-1) noting that you received $60 in cash distributions over the course of the year. The tax
documents also state that your pro rata share of taxable income is $12 (we will expand on these
terms in the following sections).
After one year, your adjusted tax basis is as follows:

Initial investment		

$1,000

Cash distributions		

(60)

Taxable income before depreciation

$40

Depreciation

(28)

Taxable income / (loss)		

12

Adjusted tax basis end of year 1		

$952

Note: The $12 is what is reflected on your K-1. The $40 and $(28) are not provided by the MLP on a
K-1, but are illustrated above to provide an example of how the MLP calculates taxable income / (loss).
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The Ds: distributions, depreciation & deferral
Although they resemble corporate dividends, MLP cash
payments to unitholders are referred to as “distributions.”
Under their partnership agreements, MLPs generally are
required to distribute the majority of their distributable cash
flow to their unitholders. The levels of these distributions
historically have been very attractive. MLPs typically pay
quarterly distributions to their unitholders.
Cash distributions paid by an MLP to its unitholders are based on an MLP’s cash flow, as
generated by its underlying assets. As a result, cash distributions typically are not the same as
(and are significantly larger than) the MLP’s taxable income. This is because noncash items, such
as depreciation, are deducted from an MLP’s taxable income. This is also why it can be confusing
at first blush to compare an MLP’s income statement (which is reduced by non-cash depreciation)
with its cash flow stream of distributions (which is not impacted by the non-cash depreciation).
As a MLP unitholder, your proportionate share of the partnership’s depreciation expense is
included in your share of the MLP’s taxable income. The amount of depreciation expense
allocated to you is determined by a variety of factors, including your purchase price. Additional
depreciation from new investments in infrastructure by the MLP also may be generated.
The depreciation deduction essentially means that your overall tax bill may be deferred. The
extent to which your MLP distribution is treated as deferred depends on your share of an MLP’s
taxable income. Because many MLPs have little or no taxable income, cash distributions in excess
of taxable income received from an MLP are tax-deferred. These tax-deferred distributions are
considered to be a “return of capital” because they reduce your tax basis in the MLP.
This tax-deferred characterization makes sense when you consider the assets that tend to be
owned by an MLP. The underlying assets of an MLP (such as pipelines) are extremely long-lived,
with lower obsolesce risk and low maintenance expenditure requirements. Properly maintained,
pipelines have a multi-decade lifespan – with the value of their “right-of-ways” arguably having
a lifespan exceeding that. However, for tax purposes, pipelines depreciate faster than they
wear out (their economic usage). This resulting depreciation shield can provide an attractive tax
deferral for an MLP investment, particularly in its early years.
The mechanics behind the tax deferral can be rather complex. You may be familiar with MLP lore that
80 percent of an MLP’s distributions tend to be tax-deferred. This is an oversimplified assumption
(and highly dependent on the timing of your investment in a particular MLP). In our experience, we
have found the amount of tax deferral associated with an MLP investment to be variable, based on
specific circumstances of each MLP, as well as the timing and price of the investment in an MLP.
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Closing your books upon MLP sale
When you sell an MLP, you will calculate your gain or loss,
just as you would with any other investment. Your taxable
gain is the difference between the sales price and your
adjusted tax basis. However, this entire gain is not taxed at
the same rate and must be split into two components.
First, the portion of your gain that is attributable to depreciation is taxed at ordinary income rates
(called “recapture”). This information is provided in a supplemental sales schedule of the K-1 package
(we look more closely at the K-1 in the next section). Think of the recapture portion this way – instead
of paying applicable ordinary income rates when you received your cash distribution, you deferred
some of the tax (due to the depreciation deductions passed through by the MLP). Therefore, upon
sale, the government “recaptures” (and you pay) the tax that was deferred.
Second, the remainder of the gain (the difference between your sales price and tax basis minus the
ordinary gain reflected on the K-1 sales schedule), is your capital gain and is taxed at the applicable
capital gains tax rate, depending on the holding period.
The following example illustrates what the tax treatment on a hypothetical MLP sale might look like.
In our example, a year after purchase of 100 MLP units at $10 per unit, you sell the 100 units for $12
per unit, for total sales proceeds of $1,200. With a tax basis of $952, your gain is $248, of which $28
is taxed as “recapture” at ordinary income rates (based on the depreciation deduction you received
earlier) and $220 is taxed as capital gains.
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Initial Investment

		$1,000

Cash distributions

		(60)

Taxable Income before depreciation

$40

Depreciation

(28)

Taxable income / (loss)

		 12

Adjusted tax basis end year 1

		$952

Sale proceeds

		$1,200

Tax basis

		(952)

Gain

		248

Ordinary gain1 (based on depreciation)

		$28

Capital gain

		220

2

as calculated above

Bringing it all together

		

Assumptions

100.00

Purchased units
Purchase price / unit

		$10.00

Cash distribution / unit

		0.60

Taxable income / unit

		0.40

Depreciation / unit

		0.28

Sales price / unit

		12.00

(1) Individual ordinary income rates (currently up to 39.6%)
(2) Individual long-term capital gains will vary based on taxable income

Market value of investment

$1,200
$1,000 Investment

Total gain upon sale: $248
$952
Adjusted tax basis
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The tax package itself: understanding
the components
Partnership tax information is provided to you annually by
the MLP on IRS Schedule K-1 (Form 1065) and in other
important supplemental tax schedules. This information
typically arrives in investor mailboxes between mid-February
and early April. The K-1s are also available on MLP websites,
accessible using your name and federal tax ID. Each
separate MLP investment will generate its own K-1.
The good news is that qualified tax preparers should be familiar with MLP K-1s and should be
able to accommodate them at some incremental cost. Personal tax preparation software also
may accommodate K-1s. However, K-1s do add a layer of complexity to tax preparation, and at
times, uncertain timing.
The first thing you should do upon receiving your tax documents is to confirm the number of
units reflected in the supplemental schedule of your K-1. Accounting firms hired to prepare K-1s
use the holding and transaction data provided by your custodian or brokerage firm.
Occasionally, such data may be incomplete or incorrect and can result in errors. The potential for
incorrect information is increased if you changed your custodian or account information during
the year. Should any of the information not match your understanding, it is important to call the
MLP’s tax line to get the information corrected.
Additionally, unitholders may be required to file separate state income tax returns in each state
in which an MLP operates. Depending on the size of an investor’s MLP portfolio, MLP income
attributable to states other than your state of residence could result in additional state income
tax filing requirements.
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What is in a K-1 package?
Each K-1 package includes a Schedule K-1, an ownership
schedule, a sales schedule and a state schedule.
Schedule K-1 (Form 1065)

Part I

Provides information about
the partnership, including its
address and if it is a publicly
traded partnership (or in
simplified terms, a master
limited partnership).

Part II

Provides information about
you as a limited partner. Be
sure to carefully check this
area to ensure it has your
correct information.

Part III Provides details regarding
your share of income,
deductions/credits and other
items for the current year.

Ownership Schedule: Your history of purchases and sales, and the dates and quantities of
each, are listed here.
Sales schedule: If you had a taxable sale during the year, this schedule is used primarily to
provide information regarding your ordinary gain (recapture). This schedule will be provided if
you sold units during the year.
State schedule: This schedule lists all the states in which the MLP operates and the limited
partner’s share of income/(loss) attributed to such state. You may be required to file tax returns
in these states. Your tax adviser should be able to assist you in understanding any state
filing requirements.
Additional details for the boxes on the Schedule K-1 and where such information generally
feeds into your tax returns are outlined as follows:
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Your share of MLP income or loss
Line

Component

What it is

Where it goes

1

Ordinary business income (loss) Your share of MLP taxable
1040 Schedule E (Supplemental
income/(loss) net of depreciation Income and Loss) - Part II, Line
and other expenses
28 (Passive Income & Loss)
May be negative in early years
Passive loss will not flow
due to accelerated depreciation, through directly to Schedule
but become positive over time
E, but is suspended and will
offset future positive passive
income from the same MLP.
The passive loss limitations
are computed on Form 8582

5

Interest income

Your share of MLP
interest income

Form 1040, line 8a utilizing
Schedule B (Interest and
Ordinary Dividends), Part I

6a

Ordinary dividends

Your share of MLP
dividend income

Form 1040, line 9a utilizing
Schedule B (Interest and
Ordinary Dividends), Part II

6b

Qualified dividends

Portion of dividend income that
is qualified dividend income

Form 1040, line 9b

8

Net short-term capital gain/(loss) Short-term gains/(losses)
related to sales of capital assets

9a

Net long-term capital gain/(loss) Long-term gains/(losses) related Form 1040 Schedule D (Capital
to sales of capital assets
Gains & Losses), Line 12

13

Other deductions

17

Alternative minimum tax items Adjustment for AMT
calculation purposes

Form 6251 (AMT-Individuals)

19a

Distributions

Amount of distributions
you received

Not reported on tax forms

UBTI (labeled with a V) is
noted here

Relevant to tax exempt entities
to report on Form 990-T

20

Other information
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Your share of charitable
contributions; investment
interest expense and other
permissible deductions
(typically small)

Form 1040 Schedule D (Capital
Gains & Losses), Line 5

Form 1040, Schedule A
(Itemized Deductions); Form
4952 (Investment Interest
Expense) and appropriate
schedule of form 1040

Reduces tax basis of
MLP investment
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Additional tax complexities: UBTI, passive activity
and estate planning
Ownership of MLPs by certain investors may create
additional tax complexities and inefficiencies.
Employee benefit plans, tax-exempt organizations (foundations, charitable remainder trusts,
corporate pension plans) and certain tax-advantaged retirement accounts (including 401(k)s and
individual retirement accounts) are normally, by definition, very tax efficient.
Unfortunately, they also have special tax rules regarding unrelated business taxable income
(UBTI), which is almost always generated by investing in MLPs. In simple terms, an “unrelated”
trade or business is defined by the IRS to not be substantially related to an account’s or
organization’s charitable, educational or other purpose. An investment in an energy-related MLP
can be classified by many tax-exempt investors as “unrelated” to their day-to-day mission.
Most income allocated to MLP limited partners is characterized as UBTI and may be subject to
taxation if UBTI from all investment sources exceeds $1,000. Essentially, in such a circumstance,
your tax-exempt account could become subject to taxation. Furthermore, gains upon sale could be
subject to tax if the investor finances the MLP investment using debt or the MLP itself has debt.
It is also important to note that income from MLPs is considered UBTI for charitable remainder
trusts. Even $1 of UBTI can be fatal to the exempt status of a charitable remainder trust.

MLP passive activity rules require active tracking
Such an investment in an MLP by an individual, estate, trust, personal service corporation or
closely-held corporation is deemed to be “passive activity” by the IRS. “Passive” investments
result in certain unique tax ramifications that increase complexity.
This means that an investor cannot aggregate taxable income from one MLP with a taxable loss
from another MLP. In essence, a “loss” you received from “MLP A” is suspended – it cannot be
applied to offset “income” in a different investment (such as “MLP B”) or other ordinary income
(such as wages). You may not recognize these suspended losses until income from the same
“MLP A” is allocated to you or you sell your interest in “MLP A”.
For example, assume that in a particular year “MLP A” generated a $10 loss and “MLP B”
generated a $10 gain. You must report the $10 gain from “MLP B” on your current year’s tax
return. You suspend the $10 loss from “MLP A” and may use it to offset income from “MLP A”
in the future or upon sale of “MLP A”, but you can’t use it to offset gains from “MLP B.”
A key takeaway here is that it is important to track your passive activity, particularly the losses
that you suspend.
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MLPs may provide an attractive investment for
estate-planning purposes
Similar to other investments, the tax basis in an MLP will reset (or be "stepped up") to the
current market value when the investment is passed on to an heir upon a unitholder's death. The
”stepped-up” value will be included in the descendant’s estate and may be subject to estate
tax, based on the current market value of the investment, just like other investments. However,
because of the potential for tax deferral on an MLP’s distributions, the distributions received
during the deceased unitholder’s life may never be taxed.

Simplify MLP tax complexities:
The MLP fund alternative
For some investors, a direct ownership in MLPs may be
unattractive due to, among other things, their complexity,
uncertain treatments or UBTI. A properly structured MLP fund
solves these issues and provides a viable investment alternative.
In 2002, Tortoise Capital Advisors, L.L.C. (Tortoise) was founded when it recognized the investor
need for such a product. It formed the first listed MLP fund in 2004, paving the way for investors
to access a diversified portfolio of MLP investments with a single 1099 and no UBTI implications
for tax-exempt investors (such as your IRA).
Funds that invest in MLPs can either be structured as regulated investment companies (RICs) or
taxable corporations. In the broader investment universe, funds typically are structured as RICs,
but are limited to investing up to 25 percent of their capital in MLPs.
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By organizing as a taxable corporation, a fund can invest up to 100 percent of its capital in
MLPs, providing the opportunity for a pure-play (essentially 100 percent) MLP fund. While the
corporation structure was not a readily apparent alternative at the time, Tortoise recognized that
the nature of the underlying assets’ depreciation shield made it viable.
An MLP fund organized as a taxable c-corporation receives distributions from MLPs, and after
deducting expenses, makes distributions to its stockholders. What typical funds call “dividends”
or “income” are referred to as “distributions” by MLP funds, consistent with MLPs. These fund
distributions are treated as qualified dividend income for federal income tax purposes to the extent
of the fund’s earnings and profits, then return of capital to the extent of the tax basis, and then as
capital gain. From an individual tax perspective, the tax characterization of the distributions to MLP
fund investors is based on the fund's earnings and profits, which is highly dependent on a variety
of factors, including portfolio turnover and holding period of the investment.
“Return of capital” is a tax characterization of distributions, and not necessarily the traditional
“return of principal” parlance. If your distribution is characterized as “return of capital” in an
MLP fund, it is likely a result of the accelerated tax depreciation of the underlying MLP assets.
Any distributions that are characterized as return of capital are tax-deferred at such time and will
reduce your tax basis in an MLP fund, increasing your potential gain (or decreasing your loss)
upon sale of fund shares, similar to a direct MLP investment.
MLP funds structured as corporations can make the tax reporting process significantly simpler as
you will receive a 1099 and not K-1s. The fund will receive K-1s and process them at the fund level.
On your 1099-DIV, return of capital distributions will appear as nondividend distributions in box 3.
Taxable dividend distributions will appear in box 1a and qualified dividend will appear in box 1b.
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CORRECTED (if checked)
PAYER’S name, street address, city or town, state or province, country, ZIP
or foreign postal code, and telephone no.

1a Total ordinary dividends

OMB No. 1545-0110

2015

$
1b Qualified dividends

$

Form

1099-DIV

2a Total capital gain distr.

2b Unrecap. Sec. 1250 gain

$

$

PAYER’S federal identification number RECIPIENT’S identification number

2c Section 1202 gain

2d Collectibles (28%) gain

$

$

RECIPIENT’S name

3 Nondividend distributions

4 Federal income tax withheld

$

Dividends and
Distributions

$
5 Investment expenses

$

Street address (including apt. no.)
6 Foreign tax paid
City or town, state or province, country, and ZIP or foreign postal code

$
8 Cash liquidation distributions

$

9 Noncash liquidation distributions

$

FATCA filing 10 Exempt-interest dividends
requirement

$
Account number (see instructions)

7 Foreign country or U.S. possession

11 Specified private activity
bond interest dividends

Copy B
For Recipient

This is important tax
information and is
being furnished to
the Internal Revenue
Service. If you are
required to file a
return, a negligence
penalty or other
sanction may be
imposed on you if
this income is taxable
and the IRS
determines that it has
not been reported.

$

12 State

13 State identification no. 14 State tax withheld

$
$
Form 1099-DIV

(keep for your records)

www.irs.gov/form1099div

Department of the Treasury - Internal Revenue Service

The 1099 will be sent from your brokerage house, typically by late January. Often, fund
managers (such as Tortoise) will provide tax information on their websites that details the per
share characterization of the fund’s distribution.
Upon sale of MLP fund shares, you will recognize capital gain or loss measured by the difference
between your sale proceeds and your tax basis – there is no recapture of deprecation at ordinary
rates at the investor level for an MLP fund.
In effect, an MLP fund can simplify the complexities associated with MLP investments for
some investors by providing a diversified MLP portfolio, one 1099, no K-1s and no UBTI. As
a corporation, an MLP fund is not subject to passive activity rules and therefore is able to
aggregate income and loss from its MLP investments.
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The thinking behind a closed-end MLP fund
While Tortoise considered a variety of alternative product
structures, we concluded that the closed-end fund structure
was, in our view, best suited for an MLP product that is a taxpaying entity. The rationale is that the closed-end structure is
a permanent capital vehicle, which has a myriad of tax-related
benefits. Ultimately, a closed-end fund can manage the tax
liability through detailed tax planning as an integral component
of the portfolio management process, and can take actions
over time that it believes are most tax efficient for investors,
without being surprised by large inflows or outflows of capital.
The current MLP investment landscape includes various MLP closed-end funds that launched
subsequent to Tortoise’s first fund, as well as a host of other products, many of which have used
its corporate structure in other product types. While there are several MLP investment alternatives
available, it is important to understand their differences.
In our view, the current “pure-play” MLP exchange-traded funds (ETFs) and open-end funds
(generally called “mutual funds”) structured as corporations face certain challenges and may provide
sub-optimal tax costs for investors. The open-end nature and daily inflows and outflows of such
products can hamper their ability to manage taxes within the funds. Unforeseen and uncontrollable
fund flows can trigger fund-level tax events at undesirable times. Additionally, such funds’ only
“price” is their NAV (in contrast to a closed-end fund, which also has a market price), which reflects
a deferred tax asset/liability assuming their entire portfolios are liquidated today. This can create a tax
drag of up to nearly 40(1) percent (assuming current effective state and federal taxes) from what the
total return would otherwise have been. In contrast, a closed-end fund’s market price can (and has)
moved over time to more closely reflect the present value of such deferred tax.
Another product, exchange-traded notes (ETNs), provide investors with passive, index-based
exposure to the total return of MLPs. ETNs don’t actually invest in MLPs – they simply agree
to pay investors a return based on the movement of an underlying index. As unsecured debt
securities, they are subject to the credit risk of the issuing bank. ETN dividends are characterized
as ordinary income (currently subject to individual ordinary income rates up to 39.6 percent).
Bottom line, it is important to understand what you are buying. In MLP land, products can have tax
nuances at the fund level that might not be readily apparent at face value.

(1) The current combined effective federal and state income tax rate reflects the sum of the (i) maximum 35% effective federal
income tax rate for corporations and (ii) average state tax rate (net of federal benefit) that have historically ranged from ~2% to 5%.
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Concluding thoughts
We hope this information proves useful as you begin
making preparations to pay your taxes this year. While
the tax terminology may appear challenging at first, it can
be worthwhile to spend some time understanding the
opportunity offered by MLPs or MLP funds and whether
they are a good fit for your portfolio. MLPs historically
have demonstrated investment characteristics that many
investors view as attractive for their portfolios.

Contact information
Please contact us for more information regarding our investment solutions
at 866 362-9331 or info@tortoiseadvisors.com

Disclaimer
Tortoise Capital Advisors does not provide tax advice. This information is for educational
purposes only and is not intended to be, nor should it be construed as, tax advice or the
basis of tax advice under any circumstances. Tax matters are very complicated, and the tax
consequences of an investment in MLPs and MLP investment products will depend on the
particular facts of each investor’s situation. Investors are advised to consult their own tax
advisors with respect to the application to their own circumstances of the general federal
income taxation rules and with respect to federal, state, local or foreign tax consequences.
This tax discussion is not intended to be used for the purpose of avoiding tax or penalties,
and may not be relied upon by you to avoid penalties. This material is property of Tortoise
Capital Advisors and may not be re-purposed for any reason without prior written consent.
This publication is provided for educational information purposes only and shall not
constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation to of an offer to buy any securities.
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Tortoise Capital Advisors, L.L.C. is an investment manager specializing in MLP and
other listed energy investments. Tortoise has the longest tenure of managing registered
MLP funds and pioneered the first MLP listed fund in 2004. As of Dec. 31, 2015 the
adviser had approximately $13.2 billion of assets under management in NYSE-listed
closed-end investment companies, an open-end fund and other accounts.
www.tortoiseadvisors.com

About Montage
Montage provides institutional-caliber investments to investors and the financial professionals who
serve them. Through a family of independent asset managers, unified by deep market insight and
fundamental research, Montage offers alternative investment solutions across the spectrum of
asset classes and strategies that include mutual funds, closed-end funds and separate accounts.
Collectively, Montage Investments managed approximately $20.7 billion as of December 31, 2015.
www.montageinvestments.com
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